Commitment
Arizona

Immunity Map
Hidden Big Assumptions (BA)

Commitment (Improvement Goal)
Doing/Not Doing Instead
Identify a commitment that I
am highly invested in and
really want/need to make to
achieve the life and/or
business improvement I desire

Concrete actions that contradict

Hidden Competing
Commitments

your goal. No vague responses in
this column.
• What actions do I take that
inhibit my goal.
• What actions to I take that
contradict my goal.
• What do I fail to do that inhibits
my goal
• What do I fail to do that I am
aware of that contradict my
goal
• When I reflect back, what did I
fail to do that stood in the way

Worry Box:
List the things you
believe will happen to you
if you change your
actions. The place where
you feel unprotected and
vulnerable. Your fears—
worries.
As rational people, we are
committed to not
experiencing our fears and
worries. To that end, we
have commitments that
protect us. List those
commitments. Be specific
and take the time to
formulate strong
commitments.

Behind our hidden
commitments lurks a “Big
Assumption (BA).”
A BA acts as a guiding
principle of our life. Until
we confront our BA, we
are immune to change.
When we challenge our
BA, test it and dare to
confront its validity, we
can diminish and
ultimately unravel its
effect on our life. As our
BA and its impact lessen,
our Improvement Goal
becomes a reality.

of achieving my goal.
• When I reflect back, what did I
do that was counter to my goal

For example:
• I will not feel helpless
• I will not have my career
depend on the
performance of others

Kegan, R., & Lahey, L. L. (2009). Immunity to change: How to overcome it and unlock the potential in yourself and your organization. Boston, MA:
Harvard Business School Publishing.

Immunity Map
Change Adaptive BA: Commitment (Improvement Goal)

Continuum of Progress
What does success look like?

Self Observation
Activation, Counterexamples & Inaccurate

Biography of BA
Started, History & Current Validity

Test the BA
Behave Counter—What Happens?
Reflection on Outcome
Did Assumption Fail?
Do a bigger test--Repeat

Identify what success looks like. Create a vison statement, or perhaps a vision
narrative that describes a moment when you have achieved your goal and are
operating with it accomplished.

Examine your actions. What activates your actions? How do you feel? What hidden
commitment are you defending? Could there be an alternative description of what is
happening that counters your BA, or makes the defense of your hidden commitment
not necessary? BUILD AN AWARENESS OF YOU ACTION AND HOW YOU FEEL.

Create a history of how your BA came about and how your constructed and then
defended your hidden commitments. Determine why historically your BA and hidden
commitments were valid and why today they are not valid and why they stand in your
path to success or achievement of your committed goal.

When I act counter to my BA, what happens? Reflect on the
consequences of acting counter to your BA. Was the outcome
as negative as you worried it would be. Was the outcome
neutral, or positive. What was the longer term outcome of
acting opposite your BA. Now let us build a testing
methodology to challenge the BA and destroy your immunity to
change.

Kegan, R., & Lahey, L. L. (2009). Immunity to change: How to overcome it and unlock the potential in yourself and your organization. Boston, MA:
Harvard Business School Publishing.

Immunity Map
Change Adaptive BA: Commitment
(Improvement Goal)

Smart: All tests of the BA should follow the rules below:
• Is it Safe—Modest?
• Is it Actionable?
• Can I take a Research stance--Test
• Is the test relevant & valid?
• Might it reinforce BA & can I do it soon?

What am I going to do different?

How will the test provide information?

What will the Data I collect be?

How will the data question the validity of my
BA?

Do I know of someone who could act as an
observer or partner?

Kegan, R., & Lahey, L. L. (2009). Immunity to change: How to overcome it and unlock the potential in yourself and your organization. Boston, MA:
Harvard Business School Publishing.

